
Reports show that 25 percent of apples are abandoned due to their ugly appearances. There are several reasons causing fruits’ ugli-
ness, including natural effects during plan�ng, bump damage during delivery, picking behaviour and natural ro�ng during consump-
�on. FRUIT ID cri�cizes the aesthe�c homogeneity of fruits because of industrializa�on and creates empathy for fruits. The interac�ve 
device helps people match their suitable fruits according to their facial features.
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Some fruits will be discarded because of 
rotting and become ugly.

3. CONSUMPTION2. PROCESSING1. PRODUCTION 4. ABANDON

①Flower Bud Differentiation

②Root

③Incompelte Pollination
Farmers will consume some ugly fruits themselves.

Some will be used to fill the land as fertilizer.

Production is cosist of flower bud 
differentiation, root effect, incomplete 
pollination. Those fruits which don’t 
meet the standards will be abandoned 
as fertilizer or be eaten by farmers.

Fruits are easy to get damaged because of 
bump during delivery before processing. 
Those fruits which get bruises will proba-
bly be chose to processing juice, fruit can... 
And those beautiful fuirt will be packaged 
and send to the market for fruit selling.

In markets, a lot of people are keen on 
picking fruits in order to judge the 
quality of them, even if they don’t know 
the actual standard of fruits, which will 
add bruises for fruits especially those 
soft fruits.
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Although most of the fruits are bought by 
custumers, there are still lots of them being 
abandoned because of them miss ‘best before’ 
and become not as beautiful as before.
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Some beautiful fruits will also 
be processed.

Some fruit products will not be sold out.

Some fruits which destroyed because of 
customers’ picking behavior will finally 
be discarded by markets due to their 
ugly apperance.

Some fruits bought by customers will 
be abandoned because of placing for 
a long time and become ugly.

Those ugly fruits bought by 
will be more probably be 
abandoned by customers.

*peach

*easily-damaged fruits in the processInfluence Of Human BehaviorInfluence Of Natual Effect
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*apple*strawberry
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Beautiful Fruit

YESTERDAY

Before industrialization, people engaged in self-sufficient 
agriculture, and the appearance of fruits was diverse.

TODAY

After industrialization, to facilitate large-scale production, 
capitalists defined the appearance of the fruit.

Feminism
The fourth
industrial 
revolution

TOMORROW
COVID-19 Low fertility 

desire
Combined with the significant events of today's society, we 
may be able to predict the aesthetics of fruit tomorrow.

Instantaneous capability of human beauty categorization is partially determined by a function of 
physical features. "This instantaneous capability of human beauty categorization is partially deter-
mined by a function of physical features, such as facial averageness, symmetry and skin homoge-
neity. 

The evaluation manner of human face and fruit looking is more and more precise.

Beautiful and irresistible features have evolved numerous times in plants and animals due to sexual 
selection, and such preferences and beauty standards provide evidence for the claim that human 
beauty and obsession with bodily beauty are mirrored in analogous traits and tendencies through-
out the plant and animal kingdoms. 

Beauty of humans, Liubov Ben-Noun, 2016What constitutes beauty and how is it perceived?, Boston University School of Medicine, 2019

FACIAL AVERAGENESS SYMMETRY

AVERAGENESS

HOMOGENEITY

SKIN HOMOGENEITY

SYMMETRY

Society features determine the aesthetic of both humans and fruits, which seems more and more HOMOGENEITY after industrialization.
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Diet Supplement
Nutritious

Photogenic
Good-looking

Protest & Rebel 
Androgynous

Baby Boomers 
Hitting 40 

Post-war Optimism
Sweet



EXPRESSION

FLAW

SHAPE OF EYES

APPEARANCE OF HUMAN

SKIN COLOUR

CONVOLUTION 
LAYER 1

CONVOLUTION 
LAYER 2

ReLU 
LAYER 1

ReLU 
LAYER 2

POOLING
LAYER

FEATURES OF FRUITS

SHAPE OF FRUIT

SKIN COLOUR

TASTE

FLAW

FEATURES OF FRUITS

SKIN COLOUR

SHAPE OF FRUIT

TASTE

FLAW

We have prejudice in human appearances and fruits despite that they won't affect the real inherent of humans and the tastes of fruits, 
which cause lots of waste in the whole world.
The Interactive device will match humans with fruits depending on their similar-looking characteristics by programming techniques. As 
they get fruits look like themselves, they will get empathy with fruits. It may lead to a future picking behaviour tendency on fruits after 
the industrialized society nowadays.
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Stick the tube to the paper

009788

Cut the brown paper Saw the wood

Glue the paper to the stickSaw the tube

Stick them onto a baseboard

https://youtu.be/7GbBO1BODCU

DEMO VIDEO

f40057
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The Ratio of Customers To The Device

STATION 1. 
QUICK CHECK STATION

STATION 2. FACE SCANNING

The Streamline of Fruits

FACE SCANNING QUICK CHECK STATION

People Streamline
Fruits Streamline
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PICK-UP POINTFRUIT EXHIBITION
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Disqualified

Qualified

Guess which fruit you are.

1

Smile

Skin 
Lesion

Shape 
Of Eyes

Skin
Colors

2

Price  $2/kg buy

Degree Of Similarity

95.3%

3

STATION 3. FRUIT EXHIBITION

Skin 
Flaw

Sweet-
ness

Outline

Skin
Colors

Here is your fruit.

Now you can pick your fruit.

1

3 4

Explore more about the fruit.

2

STATION 4. PICK-UP POINT


